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At the Interlift trade show, elevator suppliers showed their CANopen Lift At the Interlift trade show, elevator suppliers showed their CANopen Lift 
devices. These products are interoperable enabling an easy integration into devices. These products are interoperable enabling an easy integration into 
a lift control system. Besides new lift applications using an open network a lift control system. Besides new lift applications using an open network 
approach, there are retrofit projects implementing CANopen Lift networks.approach, there are retrofit projects implementing CANopen Lift networks.

Interlift 2023: CANopen Lift is set!Interlift 2023: CANopen Lift is set!

Retrofitting is an increasing business in the elevator 
markets. In Europe, there are installed about 6,6 

million elevators (2022). In 2022, circa 140000 new lifts 
have been positioned according to the European Lift 
Association. A growing number of CANopen Lift compliant 
controllers is used in retrofit projects. CANopen Lift is 
specified in the CiA 417 application profile documents (see 
insert “CANopen Lift is 20 years old”).

Boehncke & Partner, a member of the Schmersal 
group, is one of the early birds in the CANopen Lift busi-
ness. The company has installed more than 35000 elevator 
controllers compliant with CiA 417. The host controllers can 
communicate via the CANopen Lift network with frequency 
inverters from different suppliers such as Danfoss, Fuji, and 
Ziehl-Abegg. The company announces to provide software 
support for the car drive units from Delta, too. Boehnke & 
Partner offers also other lift control devices including indi-
cation and operator panels, absolute encoders, etc. Some 

of these products are brand-labelled or jointly developed 
with partners.

Other suppliers provide also CiA 417 compliant host 
controllers. Thor Engineering has developed an open 
CANopen Lift controller hardware platform, which is used 
by several companies: Hisselektronik, Hydroware, Masora, 
Mitsubishi, Safeline, Weber, etc. “We believe in the open-
source idea, where using software comes with certain 
rights, but also certain obligations. Because of that we 
decided to open the CANopen stack used in the Thor sys-
tem, as well as the Toolbox to all the members of the Next 
group, giving them the opportunity to use and contribute.” 
The open-source CiA 417 protocol stack is also used by 
suppliers of CANopen Lift units such as car door units.

The Toolbox is a Windows-compatible configuration 
software. It can check, if all intended CANopen Lift devices 
are in the network. The software tool provides a graphical 
way of editing inputs and outputs in the panel units. It can 

Figure 1: At the Interlift 2023 in Augsburg (Germany), more than 500 companies presented their products to about 19000 
visitors coming from 110 countries (Source: Interlift)
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PEAK-System Technik GmbH

Otto-Roehm-Str. 69, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany 
Phone: +49 6151 8173-20  -  Fax: +49 6151 8173-29 
E-mail: info@peak-system.com

www.peak-system.com

Take a look at our website for the 
international sales partners. Scan the 
QR code on the left to open that page.

  PCAN-GPS FD: Programmable Sensor Module with CAN FD
  NXP TJA1043 CAN transceiver
  CAN termination can be activated through solder jumpers
  Wake-up by CAN bus or by separate input
  Receiver for navigation satellites u-blox MAX-M10S

   Supported navigation and supplementary systems:  
GPS, Galileo, BeiDou, GLONASS, SBAS, and QZSS 

   Simultaneous reception of 3 navigation systems
   3.3 V supply of active GPS antennas
  NXP LPC54618 microcontroller with Arm® Cortex® M4 core
	 	Electronic	three-axis	magnetic	field	sensor	ST	IIS2MDC	
	 	Gyroscope	and	three-axis	accelerometer	ST	ISM330DLC	
	 	8	MByte	QSPI	flash
	 	3	digital	I/Os,	each	usable	as	input	(High-active)	or	output	
with Low-side switch

  LEDs for status signaling
	 	Connection	via	a	10-pole	terminal	strip	(Phoenix)
  Voltage supply from 8 to 32 V
  Button cell for preserving the RTC and the GPS data to 
shorten	the	TTFF	(Time	To	First	Fix)

  Extended operating temperature range from -40 to +85 °C 
(with	exception	of	the	button	cell)
	 	New	firmware	can	be	uploaded	via	a	CAN	interface

The new PCAN-GPS FD from PEAK-System is a 
programmable sensor module for position and orientation 
determination	with	CAN	FD		connection.	It	has	a	satellite	
receiver,	a	magnetic	field	sensor,	an	accelerometer,	and	a	
gyroscope.	Incoming	sensor	data	is	processed	by	the	NXP	
microcontroller LPC54618 and then transmitted via CAN or 
CAN FD.

The behavior of the PCAN-GPS FD can be programmed freely 
for	specific	applications.	The	firmware	is	created	using	the	
included development package with GNU compiler for C and 
C++ and is then transferred to the module via CAN. Various 
programming examples facilitate the implementation of own 
solutions.

On delivery, the PCAN-GPS FD is provided with a standard 
firmware	that	transmits	the	raw	data	of	the	sensors	
periodically on the CAN bus.

Specifications

	 	High-speed	CAN	connection	(ISO	11898-2)
 	 	Complies	with	CAN	specifications	2.0	A/B	and	FD
 	 	CAN	FD	bit	rates	for	the	data	field	(64	bytes	max.)	 
from	40	kbit/s	up	to	10	Mbit/s

 	 	CAN	bit	rates	from	40	kbit/s	up	to	1	Mbit/s
The PCAN-GPS FD is expected to be available at the 
beginning of Q1 2024.

https://www.peak-system.com/PCAN-GPS-FD.588.0.html
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scan the network by using EDS (electronic data sheet) files 
and save the result as a snapshot into an XML file, which 
can later be loaded again. This makes it possible to hando-
ver a lift configuration to the office and back.

Thor Engineering offers the Thor E2 host control-
ler with eight programmable I/O lines, a lift car panel, and 
C3 floor displays. Weber Lifttechnik, another CANopen Lift 
pioneer, uses the Thor E2 platform and has added addi-
tional software functions for dedicated applications. The 
company also offers the WE408 lift controller based on the 
hardware by Schmersal. Weber Lifttechnik is known for 
application-specific elevators, especially in power plants. 
Their lift controllers are also used in the Queen Elizabeth 2 
passenger ship.

The Safeline’s Nova touch controller series is also 
based on the open-source hardware platform by Thor 
Engineering. It comes with a 5,5-inch TFT (thin-film 
transistor) touch display and with soft menu buttons. The 
product is suitable for both traction and hydraulic lifts. 
Using a touch-based graphical interface, the lift controller 
is intuitive even for inexperienced technicians. It displays 
connected CANopen devices and CANopen messages. 
Inputs and outputs can be configured with just a few swipes, 
explained the company.

Hydroware, another Thor Engineering partner, applied 
CANopen Lift to several elevator controllers. These control-
lers can operate with CiA 417 compatible drives, for exam-
ple with the Unidrive products by Control Techniques, a 
brand of the Nidec enterprise. Hydroware has modernized 
many lifts with CiA 417-based devices. Intec, a long-time 
CiA member, exhibited in Augsburg its MLC-8000 lift host 
controller featuring CANopen Lift connectivity. The com-
pany launched the Digital Safety System (DSS), which is 

based on a proprietary CAN-based higher-layer protocol. It 
comprises one safety commander and safety responders. 
The German company has supplied CAN Lift systems to 
the Deutsche Bahn, the state-owned German railway com-
pany and to the carmakers Audi and Porsche.

The Austrian company Rocket manufactures a CiA 
417 compliant elevator controller, as well. One of the 
sales partners is Variotech. The elevator host controller is 
suitable for up to 16 floors and supports a double and a 
triple lift group functionality. It is intended for new elevator 
installations as well as for modernization projects. Liftern, 
an Italian company, showed at the Interlift the EON C200  
lift controller compliant with CiA 417. It supports up to  
64 stops.

Drives moving the car

Elevator cars are moved by electrical motors or by hydrau-
lic actuators. The CiA 417 specifications standardize the 
CANopen Lift car drive units. Several frequency inverter 
suppliers offer CiA 417 compliant interfaces. One of 
them is the Brazilian company Weg, which has acquired 
Gefran’s drive department. At the Interlift, Weg presented 
its ADL500 CANopen Lift inverter product series. There 
are three models. The ADL510 is suited to asynchronous 
motors typical for low-rise buildings or modernization in 
open and close loop. The ADL530 is designed for both 
asynchronous and synchronous motors and features an 
on-board encoder interface. The ADL550 is the high-end 
model with safety functions. It features a safe brake test 
and safe brake control in conjunction with the CAN-con-
nectable EBC500 accessory to replace electro-mechani-
cal brakes control. 

         Figure 2: The  
      Deutsche Bahn uses in  
   many railway stations CANopen Lift  
controlled elevators (Source: Adobe Stock)

https://can-newsletter.org/uploads/media/raw/60d9e3e0bcd25e41b0993cd83a504be0.pdf
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At the Interlift 2023, other inverter suppliers including 
KEB, Yaskawa, and Ziehl-Abegg presented their CANopen  
Lift drive units, as well. Ziehl-Abegg exhibited the 
ZAdyn4Bplus frequency inverter for control cabinet 
mounting. It features an up to 110-kW nominal power 
capability, programmable I/O ports, and is compliant with 
CiA 417. The product provides an STO (safe torque off) 
function according to IEC 61800-5-2 (SIL 3). Yaskawa 
launched its LA700 frequency inverter, the successor of 
the LA500 series. It implements a CANopen Lift interface. 
The product is quieter in operation than the predecessor 
and offers an app function for remote programming and 
monitoring, explained the Japanese company.

Emotron showed its CiA 417 compliant DSV15 (0,25 kW  
to 2,5 kW) and DSV35 (0,37 kW to 110 kW) frequency 
inverters. Most of these products have been tested on 
interoperability in the CiA 417 plugfests organized by CiA. 
KW-Aufzugstechnik launched the Goliath 921 frequency 
inverter, which provides a CANopen Lift interface. In view 
of the coming ISO 8100-1 standard, the product provides 
already brake ventilation, wear monitoring, and control of 
a third brake element. The company offers a CANopen Lift 
host controller, too.

Interlift 2025 in Nuremberg

The next Interlift will take place at the Nuremberg Exhibition 
Center from October 14 to 17, 2025. Since 1991, Augsburg 
has been the home of the bi-annual trade show. “With the 
move to Nuremberg we are setting the course for the further 
development of the Interlift, which is not given at the current 
location,” said Achim Hütter, chairman of the VFA-Interlift 
association, one of the exhibition organizers. The Interlift 
2025 will be located in five halls and two congress centers 
with numerous rooms offering possibilities for lectures and 
meetings.                                                                              t

hz

Figure 3: The ADL500 frequency inverter family features 
CANopen Lift connectivity (Source: Weg)

Anniversary: 
CANopen Lift is 20 years old

At the Interlift 2003 trade show, CiA has had intro-
duced the CiA 417 series of CANopen Lift specifica-
tions. Currently, four specifications are available plus 
an application note.

In 2001, several CiA members started to develop 
that was is nowadays the state-of-the-art open net-
work approach for elevators: CANopen Lift. Joerg 
Hellmich chaired the responsible CiA special inter-
est group (SIG) developing the CiA 417 specifications 
(CANopen application profile for lift control systems). 
After two years, the documents were launched at the 
Interlift exhibition as version 1.0.1.

In the meantime, the specifications have been 
several times reviewed and updated (version 2.0.0, 
2.1.0, 2.2.0, and 2.3.0). The version 2.0.0 is publicly 
available and can be downloaded free of charge  
from the CiA website. The access to the version  
2.3.0 is limited to CiA members. The CiA 814-1 
CANopen lift bootloader implementation guideline  
can also be downloaded by everyone from the CiA 
website.

In the beginning of the CANopen Lift story, CiA 
organized in cooperation with members the develop-
ment of a demonstrator to proof the interoperability of 
CANopen Lift products. Still to today, the CANopen Lift 
community tests the interoperability of devices com-
pliant with CiA 417. The next CANopen Lift plugfest is 
scheduled for spring 2024.

The SIG CANopen Lift members discuss cur-
rently some functional enhancements. There are also 
requirements regarding functional safety and cyberse-
curity on the table. Oskar Kaplun from CiA provided on 
the Interlift Forum 2023 a presentation about cyber-
security possibilities for CANopen Lift using the not 
yet used 18-bit extended ID-field in CAN CC (classic) 
data frames. Another option is to prevent mechanically 
an access to the CAN network lines and to protect a 
remote access by means of firewalls.

hz

The CANopen Lift demonstration has been shown on 
several events including the Interlift trade show, it was 
a real joint activity of competitors (Source: CiA)
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CAN XL Protocol Reference Chart www.vector.com/can
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CAN CC

Compatibility
CAN Controller Types

 > CAN CC controllers (Classic CAN)
 > CAN FD controllers 
 > CAN XL controllers

To achieve compatibility two mechanisms were introduced:
 > Reserved bits
 > Protocol exception event

Reserved Bits Are Intended for Future Extensions of the Protocol
 > CAN CC: The r0 bit is transmitted dominant. 
 > CAN FD: The res bit is transmitted dominant. An FD receiving node detects a protocol exception event when 

    the res bit is received recessively.
 > CAN XL: The resXL bit is transmitted dominant. An XL receiving node detects a protocol exception event when

    the resXL bit is received recessively.

Protocol Exception Event
When a protocol exception event occurs, the error counters are not changed. The hard synchronization is enabled and 
the node sends recessive bits. The node enters the bus integration state and searches for the idle condition (11 recessive bits).

CAN FD

CAN FD CAN XL

Receiving Controller

Transm
itting C

ontroller

Typ. 
Trans-
ceiver

CAN CC

Transmits CAN frame

Transmits CAN FD frame

Transmits CAN XL frame

CAN CC

CAN XL

CAN HS

CAN FD

SIC

SIC XL

SIC XL

SIC XL SIC XLCAN HS CAN FD SIC

Transceiver Mode           Switching Disabled           Switching Enabled         

Physical Coding Sublayer

0

.............

.............

SIC XL
CAN_H
CAN_L

TxD

CAN XL
Transmitter

PWM

.............

.............

CAN XL
Receiver

SIC XL
CAN_H
CAN_L

TxD

0 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1

PWM

Transceiver Mode Switching
 > Transceiver Mode Switching is optional and software configurable. 
 > If the transceiver mode is switched to Fast Mode, error signaling 
must be disabled.

 > If the transceiver mode is not switched, a CAN SIC XL transceiver 
behaves like a CAN SIC transceiver.

 > The CAN XL protocol controller signals the transceiver mode 
switching to the SIC XL transceiver by using PWM symbols on 
the TxD pin. A transmitted bit with value 0 is encoded as  PWM 0 
symbol and a bit with value 1 is encoded as  PWM 1  symbol.

 > NRZ coding is still used on the CAN bus.
 > A receiver sends inverse PWM 1 symbols to the transceiver to set 
and keep it in Fast Mode. The transceiver adjusts its threshold to 0V.

Method of Mode Switching
 > PWM signal is used on   
TxD pin

 > PWM 0 coded with      
high phase < 50%

 > PWM 1 coded with          
high phase > 50%

Dominant

Transition to active
recessive level

Trans-
ceiver 
controls
the 
dominant 
level

Actively controlled
recessive level

Undriven 
recessive level

V_DIFF (CAN_H - CAN_L)

SIC transceiver operation principle

Signal with suppressed ringing

Dominant 

Recessive

V_DIFF (CAN_H - CAN_L)

SIC – Signal Improvement Capability
Complex network topologies with stubs 
or stars cause reflexions that lead to 
the so called „ringing“. 

The ringing occurs when the CAN 
signal transits from the dominant to 
the undriven recessive level. 
In that case the signal is passivly 
generated by the termination. 
The ringing must subside before the 
sampling point. Therefore ringing 
limits the network concerning bit rate 
and topology.

Transceivers providing Signal Improve-
ment Capability (CiA 601-4) reduce 
the ringing effect by controlling the 
dominant – recessive transition. 
The improved signal allows for higher 
bit rates and more complex topologies.

Signal with ringing

Ringing leads to 
unreliable signal 
level

Dominant 

Recessive

V_DIFF (CAN_H - CAN_L)

Transceiver 
SIC Mode

Arbitration Phase Data Phase

Dominant
CAN_H

CAN_L

Level 1 Level 0 Level 1
Rece-
ssive

3.5 V

2.5 V

1.5 V

3.0 V

2.0 V

Transceiver 
Fast Mode
Push - Pull

Synchronization
The rules regarding hard synchronization 
and resynchronization are as in CAN FD, 
except for the ADS and the DAS field in  
XL Frames.
For XLFF there are four synchronization 
points. Two at the transition from 
Arbitration to Data Phase and two for 
reversed transition from Data to 
Arbitration Phase.

In both, in ADS and DAS, between the two synchronisations, a phase 
error accumulates due to:

 > Clock speed differences between the transmitter and the receiver
 > Changed transceiver operating modes
 > PWM decoding delay added/removed

The second synchronization of each transition compensates this issues.

Arbitration to Data Phase Transition
 > A receiver performs a hard synchronisation at the edge from the XLF bit to the 
resXL bit.

 > Bitrate is switched at the transition of ADH to DH1.
 > A receiver performs a hard synchronization at the edge from DH2 to DL1. A receiver 
tolerates a number of recessive DHn bits in the range of one to six.

Data to Arbitration Phase Transition
 > A receiver synchronizes at the edge from the FCP2 bit to the FCP1 bit.
 > Bitrate is switched between FCP0 bit and DAH bit.
 > A receiver performs a hard synchronization in DAS field from the 
recessive bit DAH or AH1 to the dominant AL1 bit. A missing AH1 bit 
is tolerated.
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Bit rate switch

Receiver
hard synchronisation

Receiver
synchronisation

Receiver
hard synchronisation

Node Detection of Sampled Result
Receiver DL1 1-6 consecutive 

logical 1 bits 
beginning with 
DH1

First bit sampled logical 0 == DL1 
A missing DH2 bit is tolerated.

Receiver Bit after DAH Recessive Interpreted as AH1

Receiver Bit after DAH Dominant Interpreted as AL1. 
A missing AH1 bit is tolerated.

Tolerance Rules

 

  

Media Access Control Sublayer
  CAN Frame Formats       IDE      FDF       XLF

Classical Base Frame Format (CBFF) 0 0 0
Classical Extended Frame Format (CEFF) 1 0 0
FD Base Frame Format (FBFF) 0 1 0
FD Extended Frame Format (FEFF) 1 1 0
XL Frame Format (XLFF) 0 1 1

 
Priority Identifier  The priority identifier defines the frame’s arbitration priority.

DLC The data length code is an 11-bit value in the range of 0 to 2047. The byte length of the data field is DLC+1.

Data Protection
SBC The stuff bit count is a 3-bit value, giving information on the number of dynamic stuff bits in the arbitration field. The  
 SBC represents a number in the range from 0 to 3d (gray-coded in SBC2 and SBC1 followed by the parity bit SBC0).

PCRC The Preface-CRC protects the first part of the frame. The relevant bit stream for Preface-CRC calculation is the bit
 stream consisting of arbitration field, SDT, SEC bit, DLC and SBC. Dynamic stuff bits are included (of which up to three
  may occur before the FDF bit). The static bits SOF, IDE, FDF, XLF, resXL, the field ADS, as well as the fixed stuff bits  
 are excluded from CRC calculation. The order of generator polynominal is 13. The CRC provides a hamming distance of 6.

FCRC The Frame-CRC protects the whole frame. The relevant bit stream for the Frame-CRC calculation is the bit stream   
 consisting of arbitration field, control field and data field. It excludes the same static bits as the PCRC. Both dynamic  
 and fixed stuff bits are excluded from the CRC calculation. The order of generator polynominal is 32. The CRC   
 provides a hamming distance of 6.

FCP The Frame Check Pattern protects against a shifted reception (e.g. by one bit) of a frame caused by disturbances on  
 the CAN bus. The FCP sequence is the part of the frame immediately before the point where the bitrate is switched   
 back from the Data Phase bitrate to the Arbitration Phase bitrate. With the help of the FCP the receiver can detect   
 shifts of up to three bits.

   Value
Number of dynamic stuff bits 0d 1d 2d 3d

SBC (gray-coded with parity bit) 001b 010b 111b 100b

Bitrate Switching
Bitrate switching is mandatory for CAN XL.

ADS Arbitration to Data Sequence
 The bitrate is switched from the Arbitration Phase bitrate to the Data Phase bitrate  
 at the boundary between the bits ADH and DH1 of the ADS field. The DH1 bit is the    
 first bit with Data Phase bitrate.

DAS Data to Arbitration Sequence
 The bitrate is switched from the Data Phase bitrate to the Arbitration Phase bitrate 
 at the boundary between FCP0 bit of FCP field and DAH bit of DAS field. The DAH bit  
 is the first bit with Arbitration Phase bitrate.

Transceiver Mode Switching
ADS Arbitration to Data Sequence
 During the ADH bit the CAN transceiver is switched from SIC Mode to Fast Mode.

DAS Data to Arbitration Sequence
 During the DAH bit the CAN transceiver is switched from Fast Mode to SIC Mode.

Bit Stuffing
 > Dynamic bit stuffing
Dynamic bit stuffing is used from the SOF bit up to the end of the Arbitration Field. 
A transmitter inserts after five consecutive bits with identical values a dynamic stuff bit with 
inverted value.

 > Fixed bit stuffing
 Fixed bit stuffing is applied in the Control Field, Data Field, and FCRC sequence of XL Frames.
 The stuff bits are inserted at fixed positions. The stuff rate is 11. That means a fixed stuff bit is 

inserted after each 10th bit, counted from and including the DL1 bit. The value of a fixed stuff 
bit is the inverse value of the bit preceding the fixed stuff bit. The bit rate in the Data Phase 
must be at least twice the Arbitration Phase bit rate, because an Error Frame must be able to 
invalidate an ongoing transmission.

Error Signaling Enabled
General

 > When error signaling is enabled, a node is able to transmit and to receive all CAN frame formats. 
 > A transmitter performs arbitration during the FDF bit and XLF bit.

Error Handling
 > Whenever a node detects an error, it transmits an error frame.
 > When a receiver detects an FCRC error, it does not transmit a dominant bit in the ACK Slot of the received frame.
 > A receiver of an XL Data Frame detecting an FCRC error transmits an Error Frame starting with the first bit of EOF.

Overload Signaling
 > A node treats any overload condition as a protocol exception event. After detecting a protocol 
exception event, the node starts bus integration.

Error Counting
 > The error counters do not change. A node never enters error passive state or bus off state.

Frame Validation
 > The point in time at which a frame is taken to be valid is the same for receivers of the frame 
and the transmitter of the frame.

 > The frame is valid for receivers, if there is no error detected until the ACK Slot and the ACK 
Slot is sampled dominant.

 > The frame is valid for a transmitter, if the ACK Slot is sampled dominant.
 > If the transmitter considers the frame as invalid it transmits a 5 bit long EOF, and retransmits 
the frame if configured.

 > The bits of the frames sampled after the ACK Slot have no impact on the validation of the 
frame for a receiver or a transmitter.

Overload Signaling
CAN XL nodes follow the overload signaling method as specified for CAN CC and CAN FD nodes.

Error Counting
The error counting rules are applied as specified for CAN CC and CAN FD nodes.

Frame Validation
CAN XL nodes follow the frame validation rules as specified for CAN CC and CAN FD nodes.

Node Valid at Condition Result Comment
Transmitter ACK slot ACK slot sampled dominant Valid frame Bits after the ACK Slot 

shall have no impact on 
validation

Receiver ACK slot ACK slot sampled dominant
and no error prior to ACK 
slot detected

Valid frame Bits after the ACK Slot
shall have no impact 
on validation

Node Valid at Condition Result Comment
Transmitter EOF7 EOF7 sampled recessive 

and no error prior this bit 
was detected

Valid frame EOF7 has impact on 
validation.

Receiver EOF6 EOF6 sampled recessive 
and no error prior this bit 
was detected

Valid frame EOF7 has no impact on 
validation.

Frame Validation Error Signaling Disabled

Frame Validation Error Signaling Enabled

End of
Frame
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Error Signaling Disabled
General

 > A node is only able to transmit or receive CAN XL frames (XLFF).
 > A node does not transmit Error Frames or Overload Frames.

Error Handling
 > A transmitter does not perform arbitration during the IDE bit, FDF bit, and XLF bit.
 > A receiver treats a recessive IDE bit, a dominant FDF bit, or a dominant XLF bit as a form error, because only XLFF 
frames are transmitted.

Transmitter Behavior in Case of Errors
A transmitter ignores errors that occur in the range from SOF bit up to the AH2 bit including stuff errors.

Receiver Behavior in Case of Errors
 > If the receiver detects an error during the CAN XL frame it treats this as a protocol exception event.
 > If a receiver detects a protocol exception event in the Data Phase it finishes the Data Phase at the end of the bit  
where the event is detected. The receiver switches to Arbitration Phase.

 > In case of an FCRC error, the receiver detects a protocol exception event at the DAH bit.
 > After detecting a protocol exception event, a node starts bus integration. Bus integration means the search for  
11 consecutive recessive bits. The search is restarted when a falling edge is detected that causes synchronization.

 Logical Link Control Sublayer 

Time Stamping
Time-base and time-stamps have a word length of 64 bit. 
Time-stamping is optional. It is configurable where the time stamp is captured:

 > At the Start-Of-Frame recognition 
 > At the position when the frame gets valid

Re-arbitration 
The transmission of a frame that has lost bus arbitration is restarted automatically an unlimited number of times.
Re-arbitration is only discontinued when the node itself needs to transmit a frame with higher priority.

Retransmission
The transmission of a frame that was unsuccessful due to errors may be restarted automatically again.
The number of retransmissions is configurable:

 > From 0 (no retransmission)
 > To at least 6 (6 retransmission attempts)

CAN XL differentiates between re-arbitration and retransmission. This behavior is new.

 > To unlimited (retransmission only limited by error handling; 
recommended in case Error Signaling is enabled).

SEC Simple/Extended Content
 Signals if the Data Field contains layer 2 add-on services. Extended contents are   
 specified in the following documents:

 > 613-1 CAN XL add-on services – Part 1:  Simple/Extended Content (SEC) indication
 > 613-2 CAN XL add-on services – Part 2: Security (CANsec)
 > 613-3 CAN XL add-on services – Part 3: LLC frame fragmentation

Add-On Services
 

  

AF Acceptance Field
 The AF serves addressing and 
 filtering purposes. For some   
 SDTs the AF value is specified 
 in CiA611-1.

VCID Virtual CAN ID
 The virtual CAN network identifier  
 allows to logically partition the
 network into domains. E.g. VCID =1
 could be used for diagnostics   
 communication. 

SDT Service Data Unit Type
 Indicates the content of the Data Field. 
 The Service Data Unit Type values are
  specified in CiA611-1, e.g. SDT 0x05
 indicates that the Data Field contains  
 an Ethernet MAC Frame.

Higher Layer Management
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Adressing:
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Medium access control (MAC)

Physical coding sub-layer (PCS)
                                PWM encoding

                                PWM decoding
Physical medium attachment (PMA)

Physical medium dependent (PMD)

ISO 11898-1

ISO 11898-2

CAN XL Data Link and Physical Sub-Layers Relation to the OSI Model

Classical CAN & CAN FD MAC Frame

Seperation of Concerns: Details

Arbitration Field Control Field Data Field CRC Field ACK Field EOF Field

Priority ID XL ADS SDT SEC DLC SBC PCRC VCID AF Data Bytes

Frame‘s
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priority
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type of Data
in Data Field
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of add-on
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Identifies
Virtual CAN

Network

Adressing:
a) Message ID or
b) src/dest address

FCRC FCP DAS ACK EOF

One dedicated field
for each type of information

CAN XL MAC Frame

1 - 2048 Byte

2 x Arbitration bitrate - 20 Mbit/s

Specified in CiA611-1

PCRC and FCRC guaranteeing 
a Hamming Distance of 6

One dedicated field for 
each type of information

Feature

Data field length

Supported bitrate

IP/Ethernet support

Reliability

Separation of 
concerns

Description

Core Features

 > Service Data Unit Type 0x05 notifies a mapped 
Ethernet MAC Frame.

 > The entire Ethernet MAC Frame is mapped to the      
CAN XL Data Field except the FCS field.

 > FCS is not required as the CAN XL frame is 
protected itself.

 > The bytes 1, 4, 5, 6 of the MAC destination    
address are copied to the AF.

 > Within the first byte of the MAC destination 
address a uni-, multi- or broadcast transmission     
is signaled.

 > Enabling Ethernet communication allows the       
use of protocols like SOME/IP and others.  
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CAN XL in XL Format:
Vector´s New DIN A1 Poster
We Can the CAN

Boost your knowledge with the free CAN XL 
poster from Vector. 

The poster provides important technical 
details at a glance such as:
 

> General features
> Ethernet over CAN XL
> Compatibility CAN, CAN FD, CAN XL
> Detailed protocol information
> and more ...

> Order Now for Free: 
 vector.com/can_xl_poster

https://www.vector.com/can-xl-poster/?etcc_cmp=CAN-XL-Poster&etcc_med=Anzeige-DINA4&etcc_par=CiA



